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ABSTRACT 

The application of cyclic CO2, often referred to as the CO, W-n-PufF process, may find its niche 
in the maturing waterfloods of the Permian Bash. Coupling the COZ H-n-P process to miscible 
flooding applications could provide the needed revenue to dcient ly  mitigate near-tern negative 
cash flow concerns in the capital intensive miscible projects. Texaco Exploration & Production Inc. 
and the U. S. Department of Energy have teamed up in an attempt to develop the COZ 33ufI-n-M 
process m the Grayburg/San Andres formatioq a light oil, shallow shelfcarbonate reservoir within the 
Permian Basin. This cost-shared efEort is intended to demonstrate the viability of this underutilized 
technology in a specific class of domestic reservoir. 

A significant amount of oil reserves are located in carbonate reservoirs. Specifically, the 
carb0-s deposited in shZZw shelf (SSC) environments make up the largest percentage of 
known reservoirs within the Permian Basin of North America. Many of these known resources 
have been under waterflooding operations for decades and are at risk of abandonment if crude oil 
recoveries cannot be economically enhancedu. The selected site for this demonstration project is the 
Central Vacuum Unit waterflood in Lea County, New Mexic~. 

~ i s c i ~ e  C& flooding is the process of choice for enhancing recovery of light oils3 ami already 
accounts for nearly 12% of the Permian Basin's daily pr~duction.~ There are significant probable 
reserves associated with future miscible COZ projects. However, many are marginally economic 
at current market conditions due to large up-fiont capital commitmentS for a peak response which 
may be several years in the fkture. The resulting negative cash-flow is sometimes too much for an 
operator to absorb. The COZ H-XI-P process is being investigated as a near-term option to 
mitigate the negative cash-flow situation-&wing acceleration of inventoried miscible COZ 
projects when coupled together. 

The C a  HufE-n-PufFprocess is a proven enhanced oil recovery technology in Lo~ana-Taras Gulf- 
coast sandstone RXJVOT~~'~.  Application seems to mostly confine itself to low pressure sandstone 
resewoirs'. The process has even been shown to be moderately effective in Conjunction with steam on 
heavy California crude oilsv. A review of earlier literaturesJR1' provides an excellent discussion on the 
theory, mechanics of the process, and s e v d  case histories. Although the technology is proven in light 
oil sandstones, it continues to be a very u n d e  enhanced recovery option for carbonates. 
Howewer, the theories associated with the CO, H-n-P process are not lithology dependent. 

It is anticipated that this project wiil show that the application of the CO, Huff-n-Puf€ process in 
shallow shelf&- can be economically implemented to recover appreciable vohmes of light oil. 
The goals of the project are the development of guidelines for Cost-efFeciive selection of candidate 
reservoirsandwells,alongwith estimatingrecoverypo~. 

This project has two defined budget periods. The first budget period primarily involves tasks 
* g exist& producibii problems, 

and reservoit &nulation of the proposed technology, The final budget period covers the actual field 
demonstration of the proposed technofogy. Technology transfea spans the entire c~urse of the project. 

. .  
associatedwith reservoir anatysis and dum&m~~ 0% - 



This report coveax the concluding tasks performed under the first budget period and the initial results of 
the second budget period. 

Work is complefe on the reservoir * 'on components of the project. The near-term 
emphasis was to, I) provide an acwate distriiution of original oil-in-place on a waterflood pattern 
entity level, 2) evauate past recovery ef€iciencim 3) @om parametric simulations, and 4) forecast 
pdomance for a site-spdc field d e m o d o n  of the proposed technology. Macro ulnation now 
exists througho& the study area and cross-sections are available. The Oil-Water Contact has been 
defined. Laboratory capillary pressure data wasused to define the initial water satmations within the 
pay horizon. The reservoir's porosity distribution has been enhanced with the assistance of 
geostatistical dkware. Three-Dimensional kiging created the spacial distriidons of porosity at inter- 
well locations. Artificial intelligence software was utilized to relate core pemeabdity to core porosity, 
which m turn was applied to the 3-D geostatistical porosity gridding. An Equation-of-State was 
developed and refined for compositional simulation exercises. These tasks were highlighted in the 
1994hUalReport. 

The 1995 Annual Report will provide some conclusions to some of the work reported previously. 
However, this report deals predominently with, 1) parametric simulation exercises, 2) site-spdc 
shmdatioq history matching the waterflood and forecasted recovery, and 3) initial results fiom the field 
demonstdonofthe process. 

A succedd deanonstration of the COZ JiIuE-n-Fuf€ process could h a .  wide application. The 
proposed technology promises several advantages. It is hoped that the C Q  Huff-n-puffprocess might 

the large domestic resource base of the PermianBasin until the bridge near-tam needs of nmntamg 
mid-team economic conditiolls support the impl- 'on of more eflicient, and proEc, W-scale 
miscible C Q  projects. 

. . .  
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY 

Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. ("9 was awarded a contract fiom the Department of 
Energy (DOE) during the first quarter of 1994. This antract is in the form of a cost-sharing 
Cooperative Agreement (project). The goal of this joint Project is to demonstrate the Carbon Dioxide 
(C@) Huf.€-n-PufF @-n-P) process in a light oil, shallow &elf carbonate (SSC) reservoir (Grayburg 
and San Andres formation) within the PermianBasin. The selected site is the TEPI operated Central 
Vacuum Unit (CVU) waterflood in Lea County7 New Mexico. The CVU produces fiom the Grayburg 
and san Andres formations. 

TEPI's mid-term plans are to implement a fU-scale miscible C& project in the CVU. However, 
the current market precludes acceleration of such a capital intensive projects in many similar 
reservoirs. This is a common finding throughout the Permian Basin SSC reservoirs. In theory, it 
is believed that the "irnmi~cible'~ COZ H-n-P process might bridge the longer-term ''miscible'' 
projects with near-term results. A successfid implementation would result in near-term 
production, or revenue, to help offset cash outlays of the capital intensive miscl'ble CO? project. 
The DOE partnership provides some relief to the associated R & D risks, allowing TEPI to 
evaluate a proven Gulf-coast sandstone technology in a waterflooded carbonate environment. A 
successll demonstration of the proposed technology would likely be replicated within industry 
many fold-resulting in additional domestic reserves. 

The principal objective of the C W  COz H-n-P project is to determine the feasibility and 
practicality of the technology in a waterflooded SSC environment. The results of parametric 
simulation of the C& H-n-P process, coupled with reservoir characterization, assisted in 
detennuun g if this process was technically and economically ready for field implementation. The 
dtimate goal is to develop guidelines based on commonly available data that operators within the 
oil industry can use to investigate the applicability of the process within other fields. The 
technology transfer objective of the project is to dissemut e the knowledge gained through an 
innovative plan in support of the DOE'S objective of increasing domestic oil production and 
d e f a  the abandonment of SSC reservoirs. Tasks associated with this objective are carried out 
in what is considered a timely effort. 

The application of CO, technologies in Permian Basin &nates may do for the decade of the 1990's 
and beyond, what WaterHooding did for this region begirmins in the 1950's. W h  an infrastructure for 
C& deIiveries alreadyinplace, a SUCCeSSftl detnonstration of the CO2Hn-P process could have wide 
application The proposed technology promises a Ilutnbep. of economical advantages. l'rofitability of 
marginal properties could be maintained until such time as pricing justifies a ikll-scale C a  miscible 
project. It could maim& recoveries fiom d e r  isolated leases which could never economically 
support a miscible C 4  project. The process, when applied during the installation of a fidl-de C@ 
miscible project could mitigate up-hnt negative cash-flows, possibly to the point of allowing a project 
to be self-fixding and increase horizontal sweep efficiency at the same time. Since most fidl-scale C@ 
miscible projects are focused on the "sweet spots" of a property, the C@ H-n-P process could 
co-ently maximke recovefies &om non-taqpted acreage. An added incentive for the early 
application of the C& H-n-P process is that it could provide an early measure of Ca injectivity of 
future fidl-scale C a  miscible projects and improve real-time recovery estimates- reducing economic 
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risk, It is hoped that the C& H-n-P process might bridge near-term needs of maintaining the large 
domestic resource base of the Permian Basin until the mid-term ecoflomic conditions support the 
implementation of more efficient, and prolificy ibll-scale miscible C G  projects. 

This project has two defined budget periods. The first budget period primady involves tasks 
* . existing producibility problems, 

and reservoir hulation of the proposed technology. The final budget period covers the actual field 
demonstration of the proposed technology. Technology transfer spans the entire course of the project. 
This report covers the concluding tasks pesformed under the first budget period and the initial r d t s  of 
the second budget period. 

. .  
associated with reservoif analysis and - otl, 

Work is complete on the reservoir characterization components of the project. The near-term 
emphasis was to, 1) provide an accurafe distribution of original oil-in-place on a waterflood pattern 
entity level, 2) evaluate past rec~very efficiencies, 3) perform parametxic simulations, and 4) forecast 
performance for a site-specific field demonstration of the proposed technology. Macro Zonation now 
exists throughout the study area and croSS-SeCtioIlS are available. The Oil-Water Contact has been 
defined. Labomtory capillary pressure datawasusedto define the initial water saturationswithinthe 
pay horizon. The resewok's porosity distribution has been enhanced with the assistance of 
geostatistical soflsvare. Three-Dimensional kriging created the spacial distributions of porosity at inter- 
well locations. Art i f id  intelligence software was utilized to relate core permeability to m e  porosityy 
which in turn was applied to the 3-D geostatktical porosity gridding. An Equation-oGState was 
developed and refTined for cony>ositioml simulation exercises. These tasks were highlighted in the 
1994 Annual Report. 

The 1995 Annual Report provides conclusions to some of the work reported previously. However, 
this report deals preddently with, 1) parametric simulation exercises, 2) sitespecific sidatioq 
history matching the waterfood and forecasted recovery, and 3) initial results €tom the field 
demonstration of the process. Simulation results suggest that reservoir characterization of flow 
units is not as critical for a C02 H-n-P process as for a miscible flood. Entrapment of C02 by gas 
hysteresis is considered the dominant recovery factor for a given volume of C02. The repetitive 
application of the process was found to be unwarranted in a waterflooded environment. Future 
history matching of the performance will allow better forecasts and evaluation of the economic 
impact available with this underutilized process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CVU Development History. 

The Vacuum Field was discovered in May, 1929 by the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company-a predecessor 
ofMobil. The discovery well was the New Mexico "Bridges" State Well No. 1 (drilled on the Section 
line of Sec's 13 & 14, T16S R34E). The well was shut-in until 1937 when pipeline fhdities became 
available to the area. The field is located 22 miles west of Hobbs in Lea County, New Mexico (Fig 1). 
Field development began on &acre well spacing. By 1947 the field limits were defined. The C W  
was infill drilled on 20-acre spacing during 1978-1979. Further reservoir development began in the late 
1980's with sporadic fl drilling on 10-acre spacing-which continues. Enhanced recovery operations 
by waterflooding are in progress across the entire Vacuum field. Water injection at CVU was initiated 
in 1978.. A polymer augmented wslterflood was initiated and completed during the mid-1980's. The 
C W  has pdormed well under waterflooding with ultimate recoveries (primary + secondary) forecast 
at 44.8% of original oil-in-place (OOE). A plot of the CVU production and injection history is found 
in Fig. 2. The flood is quite mature in some areas, yet would be considered an adolescent in others due 
to Varying reservoir qualities. Misciile C& Flooding was initiated in 1985 by Phillips in the 
southeastedn postion of the field, immhtel - y east of the C W .  Fig. 3 identifies the Unitized 
operations of the Vacuum field. In addition to the San AndredGrayburg producing horizons, there are 
12 other formations that are, or have been productive in the Vacuum field. These, mostly deeper 
horizons were developed predominantly during the 1960's. 

I Fig 1: Regional location of central Vacuum Unit. I 
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1 Fig 3: Unitized Acreage of Vacuum Field, Lea Co., New Mexico. I 
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The Vacuum field lies on the margin between the Northwest Shelf and Delaware Basin (Fig. 4). 
Production is primarily ikom the Permian Guadalupian age San Andm formation Less than 15% of 
the Unit's OOIP is located in the overlying Grayburg formation. The San Andres is composed of 
cyclical evaporifes and carbonates recording the many "rises" (transgressing) and "falls" (regressing) of 
sea level occming around 260 million years ago in a climate very similar to the present day Persian 
GuK The San Andres pay zone is divided by the Lovington sand member. The Grayburg formation is 
composed of cyclical carbonates and sands. The oil has been trapped in porous dolomites and sands 
that developed on a structural high. The productive intervals are sealed by overlying evaporites. 
Stratigraphicatly to the north, the porous dolomites pinch out into non-porous evaporites and evaporite 
filled dolomites. The porous zones are thinning and dip below the ikee oil-water contact (4,700 fL) in 
the southerly, basinward direction A structural map is provided in Fig. 5. 

NORTHWEST 

DELAWARE 

'c 'c 



RANGE 34E RANGE 35E C.11 = 25’ 
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Lithologically, the Grayburg formation consists of relatively dense dolomite with some anhydrite. It 
contains interbedded dolomitic sand stringers. The San Andres formation consists of dense medium 
crystdine and oolitic dolomite with some anhydrite. The pay is a fine to medium crystalhe oolitic 
dolomite with slight fracauing and some solution cavities. Productive intervals con& of a series of 
permeable beds separated by relatively impermeable strata. The impermeable strata extend over large 
areas of the field and are believed to serve as effective barriers to prevent cross-flow between the 
permeable beds. The gross pay would be charactenzed * asheterogeneous. 

The Grayburg/San Mes formalions produce a 38.0' API oil h m  an average depth of 4,550' within 
the CVU. The original water-fiee oil column reaches as much as 600' in height. Porosity and 
permeability in the pay interval can reach a maximum of 23.7%, and 530 md, respectively. The 
porosity and permeability over the gross pay interval averaged 6.8% and 9.7 md, respectively. Based 
on core studies, the net productive pay averagw 11.6% porosity and 22.3 md. Although current 
saturations in the near wellbore vicinity have not been directly measured, core studies suggest typical 
residual oil satmations to watedooding in swept zones to be in the range of 30-35%. oil saturations 
in poorly swept zones, created by the heterogeneous architecture of the reservoir, could approach 
initial conditions. Hypothetically, this leaves a significant volume of unmntacted and immobile oil in 
the near wellbore vicinity of producing wells, which is the target of this CO, H-n-P process. 

Brief of Project dk Technology Description 

This project has two defined budget periods. This report concludes a discussion of work 
predominantly completed and covered in the 1994 Annual Report, and work to-date under the second 
budget period. The first budget period primarily involved tasks associated with reservoir analysis and 
C- - 'on, characterizing existing produ&i problems, and reservoir simulation of the 
proposed technology. The near-- emphasis was to, 1) provide an acc~rafe dishibution of original 
oil-in-place on a WatecBoOd pattern entity level, 2) evaluafe past rec~veq efEcienck, 3) perform 
parametric simulations, and 4) forecast performance fbr a site-specific field demonstration of the 
proposed technology. The sewnd, and jinal budget period inc~rporates the actual field demonsb-aton 
of the technology. 

Itwasanticipatedthatdetailedreservoirchm&ni~ 'on and a thorough waterflood review would help 
id- sites for the field demonstration@)). Numerical sirnulation would help define the specific 
volumes of C@ required, best operational practices, and expected oil recoveries fkom the 
demonstration Sites. 

Basic Theory and Objective. Under certain conditions the introduction of C& can be very 
effective at improving oil recovery. This is most apparent when operating at pressures above the 
minimUm miscibility pressure @ME') of the system. As depicted in Fig. 6, recovery efficiencies are 
notably less under immisci%le conditions. 
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The C@ H-n-P process has traditionally been applied to pressure depleted reservoirS. The C@ is 
injected down a production wellbore in an immisciile coradition. Themetically the C@ displaces the 
majority of the mobile water within the welfbore vicinity, while bypasing the od-&place. The C& 
then absorbs into both the oil and remaining water. The water will absorb C@ quickly but only a 
relatively limited qmntity. Conversely, the oil can absorb a significant volume of CO, although it is a 
much slower process. For this reason the producing well is shut-in for what is termed a soak period. 
This soak pehd is typically 1-4 weeks depending upon fluid properties and reservoir conditions. 
Duringthissoakperiodtheoilwillexperiencesw~~,viscosityandinterf?aciaitensionswilldecrease, 
and the relative mobility of the oil will therdore increase. Once the well is returned to production, the 
swelled oil will flow toward the wellbore (pressure sink). Incremental production nonnally returns to 
its base level within six months. Previous work has shown that dimin&& returns would be expected 
with each SuCcessive application. Most wells are exposed to no more than two or three cycles of the 
C& H-n-P process, Fig. 7 visually iliustrates the proposed C@ H-n-P process. 
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I Fig 7a: Injection or 7hB‘ phase of hte Project I 
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The vast majority of field trials have been conducted in low-pressure environments. Trials in moderate 
waterdrive resleryoirs have met with limited success. Fig. 8 shows a hear relation between these 
memoirdrive mechanisms and recovery &ciency developed by TEPI from Gulf-coast sandstone 
resemoir trials. The Drive Index is simply a measure of the contriiution of reservoirdxive mechanisms 
for a given resewok. The relationship depicted suggests that an operator should avoid higher pressure 
waterdrive reservoirs, or in the case of CVU-watertloods. 

0 Q4 a6 Q8 

F1s8 Re~nbetweenDriveIndexandRecovery~ciency 
of tbe C Q  H-n-P process. Developed fkom Gulf-coast I sandstone reservoir field trials. 
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Unfortunately, as with the case at C W ,  major oil reserves available to Permian Basin operators are 
a s s o c i a t e d w i t h m a t u l i n g ~ ~ .  

After fiuther review of Fig. 6, it was hypothesized that C& H-n-P recovery ef€icienc5es might be 
improved in the waterflooded environment by utilizing immisciile injection steps and misciiLe, or near- 
miscile production steps. The near-wellbore vicinity of producing wells is the pressure sink in the 
system. Further, it might be possible to gain an advantage in certain resewoir environments by 
temporarily ceasing of&% water injection-aeating somewhat of a pressure depletion environment. If 
an operator could inject in an inefficient mannery manipulating pressures and rates, such that a limited 
amount of oil was mobilized andor lingering of the injectant occurred, then a 2-3 fold improvement in 
rewvery efiEiciencies might be obtained. Once a given volune of CO, was injected, the ofk t  injection 
could be resbrted. The pressure in the near-wellbore vicinity could increase toy or exceed, MMP 
conditions during the soak due to the active waterflood. Under these conditions, a more Signiscant 
swelling of the oil would be experienced in the near-wellbore producing area than in a pressure 
depleted reservoir. The no-flow pressure boundary of the waterflood pattern would also serve to 
codhe the CQ, reducing leak-off concerns. When the well is returned to production, the mobilized 
oil would be swept to the wellbore by the waterbod. Energy introduced to the typical pressure 
depleted reservoir normally would dissipate away from the subject wellbore, further reducing 
ef€iuency. Astudywasinitiatedto~estigatethepossibiliti~. 

DISCUSSION 

Work is complete on the resewoir ‘on wmponents of the project. Macro zonation exists 
throughout the study area and cross-sections are now available. The Oil-Water Contact has been 
defined. Laboratory capillary pressure data was used to define the initial water Saauations within the 
pay horizon. The reservoir’s porosity distribution has been enhanced with the assistance of 
geostatistical software. Three-Dimensional kriging created the spacial distn’butions of porosity at inter- 
well locations. M c i a l  intelligence software was utilized to relate core permeabiity to core porosity, 
which in turn was applied to the 3-D geostatktid porosity gridding. An Equation-ofiState was 
developed and refined for compositional simulation exercises. These topics dominated the 1994 
Annual Report. Some final resemoir characterization commen~ regarding Variances between 
g- - ‘cal hdings, and the watesflood review are provided in this 1995 report. Additionally, the 
findings fiom the parametric * simulations, site-specific SimulationhiSloIy match and forecast, and field 
demonstration of the C a  H-n-P process are provided. 

. 

Geostmrtistical Realizations 

The geostatistical portion of the project has been completed. The majority of this work was 
consumated and reported on during 1994.12 Geostatistics, along with other more common 
approaches, were used to distribute wellbore porosity data to interwell locations (cells) within the 
geological model. Krigged porosity values were generated using Texstco’s Gridstats program. 
No~mdized wirehe porosity data &om 322 wells in the project area were input to the program, 
along with picks for the top of the byburg  Dolomite, Grayburg Sandstone, and San Andres. 
This exercise was expected to provide a more realistic distribution of the data than the typical 
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algorithm used in standard mapping software. Initial geostatistical results proved too 
conservxtive relative to current and forecast recoveries. However, continued investigation into 
the impact of various inputs resulted in relatively similar results. As it tumed out, the difference 
between the geostatistics and other approaches stemmed from a mis-formatted datafile. The 
following table (Table 1) compares the three methods of porosity distribution and the resulting 
OOIP. The previously accepted OOTP determination suggested 225.0 -0. The distribution 
of the original hydrocarbon accumulation, as determined by the three approaches is provided in 
Fig. 9. 

Table 1: Comparison of Geostatistical approaches relative to OOlp calculations. 
MODEL TYPE OOIP 

......- CENTRAL - VACUUMUNIT - 
STRATAMODEL DETERMINISTIC (POWFXFACTOR = 2) 
STRATAMODEL STA”ICAL (POWERFACTOR= 5) 

209.6 MMBO 
201.4 MMBO 
211.1 MMBO GRIDSTATS (Texaco Geostatistics Software) 

GEOSTATISTlCAL 
PorwityDirt 
(211 USTB) 

The neural network, which was introduced in earlier reports, was applied to the porosity 
distributions to define the permeabiity. Capillary pressure data, also previously reported, was 
combii and used in calculating the OOIP reported above. 

Resulting OOIP calculated fkom the geostatistical (Texaco’s Gridstats program) derived porosiQ 
compares favorably to that using the distriiutions (deterministic and statistical) withh the 
Stratamodel program. The lower value for the Stratamodel Statistical (Power Facto~5)  model 
was to be expected. The porosity values of actual wirehe measurements are not maintained at 
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wellbore cells with this particular approach. The resulting calculations tend to represent the 
reservoir flow units as a more continuous architecture, with lower porosity in any given zone of 
comparison (i.e. the data is heavily averaged). The Stratamodel Deterministic and Gridstats 
(geostatistics) approaches were quite similar in OOIP calculations. But, it is only the 
geostatistical approach that does not rely heavily on any user defined input (power factor for 
scaling). Had the investigators chosen different scaling M o r s  in Stratamodel, the results could 
have been quite variable, or the Stratamodel Statistical approach could have even had a similar 
result to the other two. Both the Geostatistical and StrataModel Deterministic approaches match 
fhirly well with the estimated ultimate recovery forecast trends. Since no flow simulation was 
planned for the large Project study area, no conditional simulation was done--& grids were made 
using kriging. 

Attention in the fist half of 1995 refocused on a smaller study area which encompasses the site- 
specific simulation area and impending initial field demonstration@). The geostatistical exercise 
was repeated in this area for added modeling detail. A total of twenty stratigraphic porosity grids 
were made for this smaller study area. Five zones were created by kriging, and the same five 
zones by three successive conditional simulations. The five gridded zones are a 13 layer grid for 
the Grayburg Dolomite, a 7 layer grid for the Grayburg Sandstone, a 30 layer grid for the Upper 
San Andres, a 15 layer grid for the Lovington Sandstone, and a 90 layer grid for the Lower San 
Andres. Each cell is 132’ X 132’ on a side. The layers are approximately 4.00’ thick. This 
model covers that same vertical component of gross pay as the larger study, after excluding some 
non-pay footage from the bottom of the model. The site-specific model for compositional 
simulation was extracted from this work. 

Waterflood Review 

A proper review of past operations is not complete without a comparison to the initial 
hydrocarbons in the formation. The procedures for calculating original Od-In-Place (OOIP) 
within Stratamodel sohare  were developed and tested. OOIP was calculated for each cell in the 
model. Calculating OOIP in this manor required porosity, permeabiity, and initial water 
saturation, k values for each cell in the model. Porosity was derived from the distribution of 
porosity data from each well location. Permeability was determined for each cell using the Neural 
Network described in previous reports. Initial water saturation was calculated for each cell using 
the Leverett “J” hct ion (described in earlier reports). Polygons for unit boundaries and water 
flood patterns were added to the model. These polygons allowed summation of OOIP for specific 
areas and individd waterflood pattern review. Details of this work were previously s~pplied.’~ 
Summation by stratagraphic sequence is also possible, allowing each of the five sequences to be 
summed individually. Many parameters, such as net pay, hydrocarbon pore volume, efficiency’s, 
etc. were investigated and mapped. Many of these parameters have been included in Appendix 
“A* of this report in both Tabular and Figure format. 

Current observations are that overall, either, 1) the property is experiencing ultimate recovery 
efficiencies above normal, at approximately 44.8% OOIP, 2) the OOIP is too low, or that 3) two 
independent approaches to estimating ultimate recoveries, although equivalent in findings, 
resulted in erroneous forecasts. Investigations continued during the later half of 1995. The site- 
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specific modeling helped address this issue during the history matching phase. The history 
matching went very smoothly. This is believed to be due to the detail provided in the geologic 
model, coupled with the initialization parameters developed within this study. The simulation 
suggests that the calculation oc and distribution of hydrocarbons is good. Overall, volumes and 
efficiencies fit with structural and geologic trends. Therefore, it is inferred that the ultimate 
recovery efficiency is above n o d  when compared to other San Andres waterfloods. 

A review of waterflood efficiencies was conducted. It was anticipated that this detailed review 
would allow proper selection of the field demonstration Site(s) for the proposed technology. The 
r d t s  of the parametric simulation studies were to be coupled with the waterflood review 
idormation. The intent was to be able to select a sufficient variation in reservoir 
conditiodcharacter to support the parametric studies findings. In turn, this information would 
ultimately assist in developing guidelines to assist operators in selecting candidate sites based on 
this information and actual field trials. The watedlood review was perfomed parallel to the 
parametric simulation exercises which eventually concluded that reservoir characterization has 
relatively limited impact on this near-wellbore process as it relates to the C& H-n-P (see 
discussion under Parametric Simulation topic). Following the actual demonstration, this data may 
still prove beneficial to the analysis. 

Based on review of the available data, a site-spdc model area was selected. It is located in the 
northern area of Section 6, T18S - R35E, Lea County, New Mexico (Fig. 5). This model area 
represents average resemoir conditions known to exist within the Project study area. It includes 
four (4) of the original 40-acre 5-spot injection patterns. This model area was drilled on a 10-acre 
well spacing - providing modern logging suites in early 1995. The size of the model allows for 
the potential to analyze results fiom more than one field demonstration. This ConQuration was 
selected as a safety precaution, should the initiaI site fail mechanically. The data helped refhe the 
model and provides a hture measure to the geostatistical efforts. The drilling was not part of the 
cost-share DOE project. 

Compositiond Simulation Study 

The reservoir characterization worp2 was incorporated into models for computer simulation. 
Western Atlas' VIP-COMP S i o n  sake was utilized. An equation-of-state @OS) with 
nine pseudocomponents was developed using th Z c h - K w o n g  approach to 
represent interactr 'om between Ca and oil,'2 Extra efforts were made at this stage to assure an 
adequate match of phase properties, inchding C02 densities over an anticipated wide-pressure 
range. The EOS was able to match the behavior of slim-tube tests" at, above, and below the 
MMP of 1,250 psia. This added credibility to the EOS and was important since the COZ would be 
in contact with hydrocarbons over a wide pressure range. 
A parametric simulation study of the COZ H-n-P process was employed to iden- reservoir 
parameters that might be fiivorable or unfavorable to the process and to provide insight into the 
best operational procedures. The results fiom the parametric study were incorporated into a site- 
specific simulation which was used for history matching the waterflood and forecast recoveries. 
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Parametric Simulations." A radial model with 25 grid cells in the radial direction was used. 
The model employed geometrid spacing between the grids but included local grid refinement for 
better definition near the wellbore. An injector was placed in the outside radial grid so 
waterflooding could be simulated and pressure in the model maintained. Porosities, saturations, 
and net pay were representative of the site selected for the field demonstration. Relative 
permeabiity w e s  obtained fiom laboratory measurements were used. 

In some previous H-n-P's in a waterflooded environment, the total liquid production rate 
increased.6 This increase represented the majority of incremental H-n-P oil. However, there is no 
mechanism in a simulator to cause an increase in total liquid production over an extended period 
of time. In this study, an attempt was made to keep the steady total liquid production rate 
constant before and after the H-n-P. This made it necessary to operate the simulator sometimes 
with a well rate constraint rather than a bottom-hole pressue constraint. 

Paramefers Investigated. The reservoir parameters investigated in the study were the degree of 
reservoir'heterogeneity and the magnitude of the watercut at the start of the H-n-P. The 
sensitivity to the number of layers in the model was also investigated as part of the study of the 
sects of reservoir heterogeneity. The operational parameters investigated were the COZ slug 
size, the C& injection pressure (and rate) during the h e  the soak time, the gas production rate 
during the pufs and the number of H-n-P cycles. For consistency, most of the study was done 
using a slug size of 25,000 M&&. A slug size of 25,000 M a 0 2  provides about 80 McfCa 
per foot of net pay for the cases studied here. 

SmuZabr Limitations. Commercial reservoir simulators normally do not directly incorporate a 
number of the mechanisms which have been identified or suggested as being present in the C& 
H-n-P process. As part of this exercise, methods were identifled which could be used to indirectly 
compensate for the absence of potentially important flow mechanisms in the simulator. These 
included primarily increases in the gas-oil capillary pressure to very large levels to approximate 
m s i o n  during the soak period and increases in the oil relative permeability w e  (and even 
reductions in the residual oil saturation) during the pufF to approximate suggested oil relative 
permeabiity hysteresis. The VIP-COMP simulator can also include directional relative 
permeability so that a decrease in the gas relative permeability can be modeled as desired. 
Difbsion tends to bring oil back toward the well during the soak period, and an increase in the oil 
relative penneabiity increases oil production. Recovery efEciency, or COZ utilization, in this 
parametric study could have been improved if these options had been incorporated in the 
predictions. However, they were not invoked during this study but were instead left to be used as 
needed for fhture bistory matching of the project. 

TypkaZH-tt-PBeMr. Typical pedormance for a 25,000 McEG injection is shown in Fig. 
10. Following a soak period, a typical case showed a large increase in the oil rate beginning about 
10 to 15 days after the well was placed back on production. The peak oil rate was typically 2 to 5 
times the base rate. Prior to the peak response time, the production was primarily gas (mostly 
COZ) with little water or oil. A large percentage of the COZ which had been injected was 
produced back before the oil peak. After the peak, the oil rate diminished rapidly with time, 
returning to the base rate within 40 to 80 days. The incremental oil recoveries were typically 
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between 1.5 to 3.0 MSTB. Good C& utilizations were in the 10 MdXI'B range, which are 
similar to the fhctors fbr standard COZ floods and are much greater than the factors of about 1 
McflSTB previously reported in the literature for H-n-P processes. However, as noted earlier, 
including additional flow mechanisms could improve the utility. The objective of the parametric 
study was to compare the relative effects of selected parameters rather than predict the actual 
perf'ormance. It should, however, be realized that factors of 1 McflSTB are extremely small. 
Because 1 M&& occupies about 0.5 reservoir barrels for the situation here, a utility of 1 
MCDSTB means that one reservoir banel CO2 would recover about two reservoir barrels of oil. 
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Table 2 Most of the C@ which was injected was 
produced back before or during the peak oil 
production. In the model, the C02 which was 
injected, except for the trapped volume, was 
ultimately produced back. The gas-oil ratio 
(GOR) did remain high for several months 
after the well was put back on production. 

The water-oil ratio (WOR) returned to its 
base level soon after the oil production 
peaked. The WOR was not reduced for an 
extended period of time. Although a long- 
term reduction in the WOR would be 
desirable, such a change can not be expected. 
A previous study showed that the WOR is 
determined by the fiactional flow of oil and 
water coming to the well fiom the larger part 

78 5.1 15.3 
50 3.7 13.5 
25 2.3 10.9 
10 0.9 11.1 

of the reservoir outside of the zone contacted 0.85 1.4 17.9 

0.97 3.1 8.1 
by a process such as a H-n-P.” 0.90 2.3 10.9 

Parametric Study Resulfs. The effect of key parameters are shown in Table 2. Incremental 
recovery is defined as increased production over that of the waterflood after the well is put back 
on production. 

The effect of reservoir heterogeneity was investigated by changing the base reservoir 
description. The layer permeabiities were altered. An initially very surprising result was that the 
H-n-P process was not found to be very sensitive to reservoir heterogeneity. This is directly 
opposite to standard C02 floods which are very sensitive to reservoir heterogeneity. An 
explanation can be provided by considering the dEerences in the standard C02 flood and the H-n- 
P. In a standard flood, high reservoir heterogeneity degrades performance because COZ 
in&ciently keeps channeling through zones in which the oil has already been recovered. In a 
H-n-P this does not happen. Rather, all the C@ which is injected, except for the trapped 
volume, is ultimately produced back fiom all the layers, even fiom the thief zones. All the zones 
are just processed one time. A thief zone does not degrade a H-n-P process unless the C02 
permanently channels away. Reservoir heterogeneity does not appear to degrade the Hi&n-Puf€ 
process substantially unless there are very high permeability zones without vertical permeabiity. 
The presence of vertical permeabiity largely prevents high permeabiity streaks fiom degrading 
the process. A large amount of vertical permeability is not needed and values as little as 0.1 to 
0.2 md are effective. The vertical permeability makes a layered system with heterogeneity more 
effective than a completely homogeneous system. If vertical permeability is present, the COz 
enters the high permeability streaks but can move vertically into other layers. If there is no 
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vertical permeability, zones of very high permeability will degrade the process since the COZ 
is confined primarily to the high permeability layers. 

An additional fmding, which also indicates that reservoir heterogeneity is not Critical for the H-n-P 
process, is that predicted H-n-P performance was not found to depend significantly on the 
number of layers used in the simulation model. Similar results were found with 1,2, 5, and 12 
layer models. Even though a one-layer model is completely homogeneous, the results fiom a one- 
layer model were typically within 20% of the results fiom multi-layer models. The results shown 
in Fig. 10 are fiom a one-layer model Previous investigators have also suggested that one-layer 
models are sufficient for modeling H-n-P processes." l6 

Another surprising result was that the H-n-P process in waterflooded (water drive) environments 
appeared to work better for wells with a higher water-cut. These wells have an oil saturation 
close to the residual oil saturation to waterflood. The incremental oil recovery was somewhat 
higher and the C02 utilization was somewhat lower for a high water-cut case. The peak H-n-P oil 
rate was not found to be a strong hct ion of the prior watercut. Consequently, a well with a high 
waterat  showed a large relative increase in the oil rate. 

As previously discussed, the original idea of the C W  H-n-P process was to try to inject the C02 
below the MMP of 1,250 psia, and then let the pressure build during the soak period. However, 
the simulation model suggested that an operator could not inject the C& below the MMP. For 
the C W  cases, the reservoir is above the MMP.  Near-wellbore average pressure reached the 
MMP rather rapidly after beginning injection in this simple model. Furthermore, the pressure 
rapidly reached the MMP even when the well was shut-in without injection and when offset 
injection was stopped 15 days in advance. Oil recoveries in the C02 H-n-P process simulated 
here were not found to depend strongly on the injection pressure or rate. Injection pressures 
fiom the MMP to 3000 psia were investigated, and it was found that the process was not 
degraded significantly at successively higher pressures when above the MMP. 

Limiting the gas production rate between 500 and 3,000 McQD did not greatly Sec t  the 
incremental oil production. It was found that slightly higher incremental recoveries occurred with 
the higher gas production rates. 

The volume of incremental oil was found to depend on the volume of C02 injected. As the 
volume of C@ wag increased, the incremental oil recovery was increased, but also the start of oil 
production during the puffwas delayed. 

In agreement with previous simulation studies, soak times longer than a few days did not produce 
different Current commercial simulation models may not adequately handle the soak 
period. 

Multiple H-n-P cycles were not found to be very effective. The reason was that the main 
recovery mechanism was gas trapping, and the majority of trapping occurred in the first cycle. 
The repetitive application of the process was seen as unwarranted in the waterflooded 
environment. 
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Dominant Mechanism. Entrapment of COz by gas hysteresis was found to be the dominant 
recovery mechanism. This study supports the conclusion of Denoyelle and Lemonnier that a 
trapped gas saturation is the main cause of incremental oil for a H-n-P in a light oil reservoir." 
The mechanisms of oil swelling and viscosity reduction are important in the production of the 
initial oil peak, but they do not result in permanent incremental oil. In the present study, if a 
trapped gas saturation generated by gas relative permeability hysteresis was not used in the H-n-P 
simulation, virtually no incremental oil was predicted. The trapped COZ in the H-n-P zone 
prevents the H-n-P zone from being resaturated with oil that is flowing toward the well fiom 
further out in the reservoir. What happens without a trapped gas saturation is that although the 
H-n-P initially produces oil from the affected region by reducing the oil Saturation to very low 
levels, oil from further out in the reservoir enters the affected zone as it flows toward the well and 
re-establishes an oil saturation similar to the saturation before the H-n-P. In other words, without 
a trapped gas saturation, the oil and water flowing into the H-n-P zone return the oil and water 
saturations to the values that would have existed without a H-n-P. A trapped gas saturation 
prevents resaturation by oil. 

In the simulator, a trapped gas saturation has a tendency to reduce the total liquid production rate. 
This effect was not used in the parametric studies or the site-specific forecast. For both these 
cases, an attempt was made to keep the steady total liquid production rate constant before and 
after the H-n-P by operating the simulator sometimes with a well-rate constraint rather than a 
bottom-hole pressure constraint. 

Summary. Reservoir description was found not to be as important a parameter in a H-n-P as in a 
standard C& flood. This indicates that most wells could be H-n-P candidates unless they have 
problems that would cause the COZ to channel permanently away. H-n-P operations can be flexiile 
because H-n-P predicted pedormance was found to be similar over a range of injection pressures and 
gas production limits. Injectionvolume is an issue because recovecies were found to be related to the 
total C& volume injected, similar to typical miscible floods. 

Site-Specific Study.'* The model site covers 160 acres (four original #acre five-spot patterns) 
in the north half of Section 6 (outlined in Fig. 3). The model covers an area that was developed 
on 10-Acre spacing in early 1995. The site spans varying reservoir quality. The northwest 
pattern is more contiguous, and has exhibited textbook watdood characteristics. The southeast 
quarter is more heterogeneous and has had a much poorer waterflood history. The model site 
covers the margin between the Northwest Shelf and the Delaware Basin. Producers are located 
on the periphery of the model. Four interior producers are considered candidates within the 
model a r q  however, C W  Well No. 97 was chosen as the most representative of the reservoir 
and is the only pattern comprehensively evaluated to date. 

The 160-acre model was finely gridded with 26 rows and 22 columns (132 fi. x 132 e.). Twelve 
layers were incorporated to model flow units identified by earlier geostatistics work. A cross- 
Section through the model is provided in Fig. 11. Additional local grid refinement was imposed at 
the cell encompassing the producing wellbore in an effort to more accurately mimic the process. 
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I Fig. 11: East-West cross-section through Porosity model. Macro-zonation and model layer numbers identified. 1 
A short investigation was performed to evaluate the significance of grid size and various 6 i t e  
difference approximations on predicted oil recovery. A clear significance of nine-point versus 
five-point finite difference approximations was found when dealing with a courser grid. Local 
grid refinement in this case did not appear to have a signiscant effect on oil recovery. A finer grid 
was made which resulted in similar recoveries for both the five-point and nine-point 
approximations. The conclusion of these initial exercises was that local grid refinement may not 
be necessary for a nine-point formulation. The benefits of local grid refinement to the analysis of 
near wellbore effects, such as pressure, which were expected to dominate much of the field 
demonstration were not specifically addressed. Local grid refinements were ultimately deemed 
necessary since the injected volume would otherwise only reflect changes in a single cell. 

The 111 model contained 6,924 cells (6,864 cells, exclusive of local grid refinement). History 
matching the waterflooded period of 1978 (start of waterflood) through 1995 was performed. 
The historical oil rates were used as input to the simulator, and the water production rates were 
history matched primarily by adjustments in the oil relative permeability curve. Although the 
primary production is available, it cannot be accurately history matched with the w e n t  equation- 
of-state since it was developed fiom Pressure, Volume, and Temperature (PVT) studies on the 
waterflooded oil properties. No PVT data is available prior to waterflooding. The relative 
permeibility adjustments were kept within the range of laboratory data. A forecast of the process 
was developed for a demonstration at C W  No. 97, and is provided in Fig. 12. Appendix “B” 
contains the Input and Output datasets fiom this exercise. A moderately large gas-oil capillary 
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pressure and trapped gas hysteresis were the only special relative permeabiity features used in 
developing the forecast. In addition, the steady total liquid production rate was kept constant 
before and after the H-n-P by operating the simulator with a well-rate constraint rather than a 
bottom-hole pressure constraint. 
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Field Demonstration 

Even though simulation exercises suggested reservoir heterogeneity would not play a large role, a 
well with average reservoir characteristics of the C W  was desired. Additionally, the parametric 
study showed that a higher water-cut production stream would have a better C a  utilization ratio. 
C W  No. 97 was selected in part based on these guidelines. The well has several distinct, 
relatively thin, higher permeability flow Units which are common within CVU. The remainder of 
the net pay is of average reservoir quality. 

C W  No. 97 was drilled in 1938 to a depth of 4,725 ft. An open-hole completion was made with 
7.0 in. casing set at 4,099 ft. Cement was circulated back up into the surfkce casing. This 
completion left 161 ft. of impermeable strata above the pay zone exposed in the 6.125 in. 
wellbore. Casing integrity or unknown thiefzones have been cited in the literature to be primary 
causes of Mure in other work. A Casing-inspection log and cement-bond log revealed a 
competent wellbore. Additionally, there is no record of fluid production from, or losses to, the 
exposednon-payintervalat CW. 

A volume of 50,000 McfCa was required. The volume was determined to be sufficient for the 
storage volume available in the near wellbore vicinity, yet small enough to reduce concerns of any 
loss of C02 beyond the interwell distance if the three higher flow-capacity zones took all the 
injectant. Based on average reservoir parameters, this volume would expose the reservoir to less 
than a 100 ft. radius of C a .  

Downhole Operations. The production equipment was removed fi-om the wellbore after tagging 
10 fi. of fill material at total depth. Since the well had been acidized in recent months, no fiuther 
remedial action was performed. An on-off tool and injection packer trimmed for COZ service was 
run on 2.875 in. coated tubing and set in the casing. Inhibited water was placed on the backside. 
Testing frequency was stepped up in the prior month to codkin a stabilized production trend. 

Surface Operations. The theory of ceasing o m  water injection was not strongly supported by 
simulation. However, recognizing that simplistic models may not have the capabiity to quantify 
this case, the offset injection was shut-in 17 days before C02 injection commenced at CVU No. 
97. 

COz Storagdnjection Equipment, A pipeline alternative was investigated, but was found to be 
somewhat costlier for the near-term demonstration component of this project. The COZ 
transportation and pumping services were awarded to C02, Inc. out of Midland, Texas. The Ca 
was trucked 50 miles from a site near Allred, Texas. Each truck could haul 345 McfC02. 
Storage vessels were set in order to eliminate night deliveries. Approximately 145 round-trips 
were required for the project. The storage vessels were manifolded into a trailer mounted 
quintuplex positive displacement pump, with self-contained booster, which was connected to the 
wellhead. Injection rate and volume, temperature, and pressures were continuously recorded. 

Test Sepurato~ Frequent and detailed testing was planned for the duration of the project. 
Therefore, a dedicated horizontal, three-phase, skid-mounted test vessel was Mricated for the 
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demonstration and set at the well site. Data gathering was automated. Flowing tubmg pressure, 
casing pressure, and temperature are monitored continuously. Liquid volumes are measured 
daily. Gas production rates and volumes are also being measured. Automated gas sampling 
provides a daily sample for gas chromatography. Liquid samples are initially gathered daily for 
visual inspection, API gravity determination and occasional compositional analysis. Testing 
fkequencies will decrease with time. The well was connected to the separator with polyethylene 
pipe. The test separator dumps liquids through another polyethylene pipe to the existing 
production satellite. 

Rmi?iiced Gas HadZing. One of the major hurdles this demonstration faced was disposal of the 
produced gas stream. original plans fell apart when the existing gas purchaser committed to 
signiilcant new gas contract volumes. The added volumes did not leave enough plant capacity for 
the C02 (acid gas) within the facility. 

Air quality regulations would not permit venting the hydrocarbon enriched C02 stream to the 
atmosphere. A C02 processing facility, operated by Phillips Petroleum Company, was in 
operation on the offsetting lease (miscible COZ flood). A contract was consummated to 
temporarily dispose of the CO, contaxninated gas production. An idle 6.0 in. gas line, which 
passed by both the demonstration site and a satellite at the off’set CO, flood, was used to deliver 
the contaminated gas to the C& processing fkcility. Polyethylene pipe was used at both ends to 
tie the delivery line into the satellite and test separator. 

Initial Rksults. Injection was initiated November 13 and completed on December 7, 1995. 
Based on the offset miscible COZ flood injection rates and pressures, an average rate of 1,500 
McfCODay was expected in the demonstration. Actual injection averaged 2,210 MdCOflay 
over 23 days net injection. Two days (separate incidents) were lost to mechanical problems 
involving the injection pump. Injection line temperature fluctuated between -14°F and 20”F, 
averaging 3.4 T. Wellhead injection pressure averaged 644 psig and did not exceed 817 psig. 

Concern over the open-hole section, lower injection pressures and higher injection rates than 
expected prompted an injection profile once half the target volume was injected. The C& was 
found to be distriiuted within both the Grayburg and San Andres formations. Although the 
injectant was confined to the pay zone, the distribution was somewhat weighted toward the 
Lower San Andres. The injectant was at the reservoir temperature of 101°F by the time it reached 
the bottom injection interval. The estimated average bottomhole injection pressure of 2,175 psig 
never approached the parting pressure of the formation (3,200 psig). It is doubtfkl that any part 
of the near-wellbore vicinity was able to maintain a pressure below the M M P  of 1,250 psig as 
originally desired. 

Offset producers were monitored on a regular basis for C02 breakthrough. Levels remained in 
the normal 4 5 %  background range. 

Once the target volume was in place, o fk t  water injectors were returned to active service. C W  
No. 97 was shut-in for a 20-day soak period4 days longer than plan due to labor issues. 
Wellhead pressure averaged 630 psig during the last week of injection and had increased steadiiy 
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to 889 psig during the soak period. Although common in the C W  water injectors, it is unknown 
if any cross-flow fiom higher permeability to lower quality zones occurred in the producing 
wellbore during the soak period. 

CVU No. 97 was returned to active status under flowing conditions on December 27, 1995. 
Flowing tubing pressure averaged 631 psig with choke settings between 13/64 in. and 18/64 in. 
Initially, production averaged 901 Mct7Day. Smaller choke settings produced an average rate of 
409 Mcf7Day with no apparent effect on liquid hydrocarbon production. No appreciable water 
production has been seen although rates are beginning to increase. Compositional analyses of the 
gas stream are running at 94% COZ. Liquid hydrocarbon production was initially too smaU to 
measure and began increasing on the third day. Samples are being collected and retained. The 
fluid is colorless, suggesting that lighter hydrocarbons are being effected. The well had achieved a 
70 BOPD rate by the tenth net day of flow-back (average pre-demonstration was 68 BOPD). The 
rate should improve when the hydrostatic head is removed fiom the pay zone. Approximately 
27% of the injected COz volume has been produced. Simulation exercises suggest that the peak 
oil response will not occur until 60% of the COZ has been produced back. 

Winter weather is hampering flowback, exasperating hydrate formation. An in-line heater was 
temporarily placed near the wellhead until liquid volumes increased su8ticiently to eliminate the 
need. The gas flow line fieezes in the evenings where liquids collect. The line has been leveled in 
an attempt to control the situation. 

Fig. 13 provides the field demonstration history through January 18, 1995. Supporting data is 
provided in the Appendix "C". Monitoring continues with optimism toward a successfbl 
demonstration based on these early results. 

Fig. 13: C& H-n-P Demonstration History. 
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Miscellaneous 

An industry Consortium led by the Colorado School of Mines selected the Central Vacuum Unit 
as a site to conduct 4-Dimensiod, 3-Component (compressional & shear) seismic studies. The 
project is attempting to monitor dynamic reservoir conditions associated with the introduction of 
CO, into the reservoir along with stress field changes. The information gained through this 
seismic demonstration complements the subject project. The infomation may provide necessary 
data for refinements to the reservoir model (layering, flow capacity, fracture orientation, etc.) and 
fluid characterization (saturations, fluid flow; etc.). Their consideration of the CVU as a 
demonstration site was made possible by the fact that the accumulation of data fiom this COZ 
Ha-n-puff project is available in the public domain; obligated by the use of DOE funding. The 
4D, 3C Seismic project is being conducted in parallel, at no cost to the DOE. The Consortium is 
expected to release details of the work by mid-1996. 

Technology Transfer 

Technology transfer activities during the 1995 period consisted of updates of project progress and 
findings through 1) a newsletter published by the New Mexico Petroleum Recovery Research 
Center, 2) Society of Petroleum Engineer publications and presentations, 3) Joint Project 
Advisory Team Meetings, and 4) GO-Tech, an Internet site jointly sponsored by the Petroleum 
Technology Trade Council and the Independent Producers Asociation of America. 

Conclusions 

A s u d  demonstration of the CO, HufF-n-M process could have wide application. The 
proposed technology promises s e v d  advantages. It is hoped that the (2% HufC-n-MproCess might 
bridge near-term needs of mamtaan g the large domestic resource base of the Permian Basin until the 
mid-term economic conditions support the implementation of more &dent, and prolific, fdl-scale 
misciile CO, projects. 

. 1 .  

Paramount to considering the technology is the need for adequate disposaI or processing of the 
hydrocarbon laden C& gas. W e  months add to the operational problems encountered with flowing 
hydrate prone wells. 

Reservoir description was found not to be as impobnt a parameter in a H-n-l? as in a standard C@ 
flood. H-n-P predicted performance was found to be similar over a range of injection pressures and 
gas productionlimits. Recoveries were found to be related to the total COZ volume injected, similar to 
typical miscible floods. Gas trapping by hysteaesis was found to be the dominant factor influencing 
recoveries. 

A need for model refinement has been demomtrated by the Wkrences between predictions and eady 
resuhs (iiection rates & pressures). Monitoring of the C W  field d e m o d o n  continues. Early 
results do not provide enough data to make an informed opiniorq the project continues under cautious 
optimism. Over the next several months, production will be monitored and history matched with 
the compositional simulator. The mechanisms investigated during the parametric simulation 
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exercise will be incorporated as warranted. Following a successfd demonstration and associated 
history matching, the development of guidelines for the costeffective selection of candidate sites, along 
with estimation of recovery potential, will be pursued. Additionally, the economic W t s  of the 
proposed process will be reviewed. 
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I YA" /Watelood Review: Tabular Data & Miscellaneous Maps 

'3'' VIP-COMP Simulation Input/output Data 

I "C" I Field Demonstration Historical Performance Data 
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TABLE Am1 
WATERFLOOD REVIEW 
CENTRAL VACUUM UNIT 

1470.2 41.7 1451.3 48.8 62.4 11.8 7644.6 9011.4 40523 49.9 6Z.t li68.6 a04 301.1 I 
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TABLE B=l 

c Core Input File €or VIP-COMP without Array Data (142 pgs) 
C 
INIT 
lTIzEl 
CENTRAL. VACUUM 
TITLE2 
SlTESpECIpIC 
TITLE3 
HUFFNPUFFRUNS 
DATE 30 12 1993 
PLOT 
MAP 
GIBBS 
PRINTNONE 
P R I N T m A U .  
c PRINT COMP ALL. 
C 
C 
C STRATAMOIlELGRID SYSTEM - 
NXNY NZ NCOMP 
222612 9 
LIiR 
CARTREF W99 
22 12 12 1 12 
1 
1 
l2*l 
ENDREF 
CARTREF w93 
1 1 1 1  112 
1 
1 
12*1 
END- 
CARTREF Wloo 
12 12 12 12 1 12 
1 
1 
12*1 
ENDREF 
CARTREF W94 
1313 1 1  112 
1 
1 
12*1 
ENDREF 
RADZREF w97 
76112 
51033RMIN7 
12*l 
13*.5 
13.3 

m R E F  
ENDUR 

- 
C 
C 
c PKyslCAc PROPERTIES CONSTANTS 
- 
DWB BWI VW CW CR TRESTS PS 
1.00 LOO0 .75 3.200FA 3.2003-6 105 60 14.65 
C 
KROINT 
C 
HCPVTAB 50 
C 
C 



N o m  
C 
C 
TABLES 
C 
C EQULIBRWMTABLE - 
C 
IEQulL PINlT DEPTH PCWOC WOC PcGOC GOC BAT 
1 1620 700 21.0 840 0.0 200 790 

C 
C 
C 
C PVTDATA-EOSPARAMETFXS 
C 
C 
C 
EoszlRK 
COMPONENTS 
COZ ClN2 C2 C3 C4 CSC6 HVYl HVY2 HVY3 

PROPERTZES F PSIA 
OOMP MW TC PC ZC ACENTRICOMEGAA OMEGAB PCHOR> 

COZ 44-01 87.90 1070.90 -2742 .2225 .4019551 .OS06553 49.6 > 
NBP GRVL. TREF 

-261.0 m 60.0 

-1093 .8150 60.0 

-127.5 3560 60.0 

43.7 .so80 60.0 

29.2 3820 60.0 

1193 -6440 60.0 

327.6 .mO 60.0 

595.6 .8521 60.0 

937.1 9225 60.0 

ClN2 16.49 -12093 661.30 -2888 -0135 .4244240 .OS65580 69.7> 

cz 30.07 90.10 707-80 .28so . o m  -4274800 .086bu)o i i i . o>  

C3 44-10 206.00 61630 .2810 .1541 -4274800 -0866400 151.0> 

C4 58.12 302.84 548.70 2748 .l999 .4274230 .OS66250 191.0> 

csc6 78.22 411.70 a.60 . s s  . 2 m  .4m090 .OW~SO 2 4 3 >  

H W l  133.10 665.04 381.10 3299 .4139 .4012600 -0866600 428.2> 

HW2 25134 920.57 258.50 .2959 .7674 .4012600 .0866600 754.2> 

HVY3 466.61 1215.37 1 . 4 0  .1498 1.5095 3283300 .0703300 1528.4 > 

DJK C1N2 
c<n .0700000 
c2 .0000000 
c3 .0000000 
Hvyl .0414OOo 

COZ .0700000 

COZ .O700000 
c2 .0000000 

COZ .0700000 
c2 .0100000 
c3 .0100000 
Hyyl .0000000 
clN2 .0196OOo 

CU2 -0700000 
c2 .0100000 
c3 .0100000 
HvYl .0000000 
ClN2 .0219OOo 
a .0000000 

CU2 .1513587 
c2 .0100000 
c3 .0100000 

COZ .mm 
c2 .0100000 

DlKc2 

DJKC3 

DJK C4 

D J K c s c 6  

IxlK m 1  

D J K m  



c3 .0100000 
H w 1  .0000000 
ClN2 .os20000 
c4 .0000000 
csc6 .0000000 

CO2 .lo97270 
a -0100000 
c3 .0100000 
H w 1  .0000000 
ClN2 .0649OoO 
a .0000000 
cm .0000000 
H w 2  .0000000 

DJKHvY3 

C 
END= 
C 
oHMF1 
0.0203 0.1419 0.0983 0.0980 0.0838 0.0904 0.2721.1529.0423 
GASMF 1 
x x x x x x x  
C 
C WATER SATURATION TABLE - 
SWT 1 

0.2OoO O.oo00 1.oooO 5.0 
03Ooo 0.1Ooo 0.3oOo 
0.4OOo 0.2000 o.o&oo 
0.HK)O 0.3OOo 0.0200 
0.6OOo 0.4OOo 0.0050 
0.6500 0.4500 0.0020 
0.7800 0.5000 O.oo00 
1.gooo 1.oo00 o.oo00 0.oooO 
C 
C 
C OASSATURATNlNTABLZ 
C 
s G T 1  
cSGTRo30 

C 
s G I ( E I o K m G w o o  

o.oo00 o.oo00 1.oo00 o.oo00 
0.0300 O.oo00 09400 8.oo00 
0.1Ooo 00.0180 0.72 10.000 
0.2000 00.04oO 0.339 1200 

0.4oOo 00-0850 0.0756 16.000 
0.4500 00.1OOO 0.0509 17. 

sw KRW mow Pcwo 

CWahhydmsiS 

03000 oo.o6m 0.1757 14.00 

0 . m  m.iim 0.026s I~.OO 
0.6000 00.1370 o.oom 20.ooo0 
0 .61~)  00.1420 o.ooo~ 20.30 
0.6500 00.1600 O.oo00 21.000 
0.7000 00.1800 O.oo00 22.oooO 
0.7500 00.2000 O.oo00 120.oooO 
0.8OOo 00.2200 o.oo00 200.000 
C - 
C ARRAYDATA 
C 
C 
C 
c INANOTHERFILE 
C 
C 
STOP 
END - 
C -END OF CORE PART, START OF EXEC 
C 



C Exec Input F8e for VIP-COMF' simdalh 
C 
RUN 
DIMNPRFMXNP~OTNWMAX 

IMPES 
RESTART 0 3 
IMpGRlD 
w93 IMPLICIT 
w97 IMPLICIT 
w99 IMPUCIT 
Wloo IMPUCIT 
w94 IMPLIClT 
ENDIMPGRID 
START 
GIBBS 
0mwPso 
SSSUM FIELD TAB TIME DATE QGP QOP QWP QGI QWI CGP COP CWP CGI CWI TPVP 
PRINT WELLS REGIONS SSSUM TIME 
C-TA4EmEPCoNTROL 
CSWITCHDTMIN DTMAX DPMAX DSMAX DVMAX DZMAX 
DT-1 o.Ooo1 100 300 
IMPSTAB .7 
C ITNMIN ITNMAX DPLIM DSWL,IM O W  DZLIM 
Imm4 1 22 
TCUT 20 20 
TOLR .005 .Ooo5 W T O L  
CBLlTZ 
C 
C -WELL DATA 
C 
WEUNNAME IWJWGRID 

12 336 28 

1 CW195 
2 cw% 
3 CW1% 
4 CW97 
5 CW197 
13 CW99 
14 CW200 
15 CWloo 
16 CW201 
17 CWlOl 
6 CW204 
7 CW104 
8 CW203 
9 CW103 
IO cVu302 
18 CW106 
19 CW207 
20 CW107 
21 CW108 
11 CWllO 
12 CW111 
22 CW93 
23 CW194 
24 CW94 
25 CW244 
26 CW144 
27 cw97I 
28 CW97P 

22 7ROOT 
17 6 ROOT 
12 6 ROOT 
x x w97 
1 7ROOT 
1 1 w99 
7 11 ROOT 
I 1 Wloo 
17 12 ROOT 
22 12 ROOT 
1 16ROOT 
6 16ROOT 
11 16 ROOT 
17 16 ROOT 
22 16 ROOT 
1 20 ROOT 
6 20 ROOT 
12 20 ROOT 
21 21 ROOT 
15 26 ROOT 
6 24ROOT 
1 1 w93 
7 1 ROOT 

1 1 w94 
17 1 ROOT 
22 1 ROOT 
x x w97 
x xw97 

IN3 W STD 13 -17 18 -26 
PRODOSTD 1-56-10111228 
INJ G STD 27 
YINJ 27 
CCOMPOSlTiON OF GAS 
1.00.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
C 
FPFXF 
WEU IW JWDTOP DBOT SKIN GRID 

1 22 7 365 700 -1 ROOT 
2 17 6 355 700 -1 ROOT 



3 
4 
5 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
18 
19 
20 
21 
11 
12 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

12 6 344 700 -1 ROOT 
X X 342 700 -1 W97 
1 7 332 700 -1 ROOT 
1 1 325 700 -4 W99 
7 11 328 700 -4 ROOT 
1 1 329 700 -4 Wl00 
17 12342 700 4 ROOT 
22 12 358 700 -4 ROOT 
1 16 318 700 -1 ROOT 
6 16 313 700 -1 ROOT 
11 16 318 700 -1 ROOT 
17 16 340 700 -1 ROOT 
22 16 356 700 -1 ROOT 
1 20 314 700 -4 ROOT 
6 20 300 700 4 ROOT 
12 20 319 700 4 ROOT 
21 21 367 700 4 ROOT 
15 26 314 700 -1 ROOT 
6 24 390 700 -1 ROOT 
1 1 319 700 -4 W93 
7 1 367 700 -4 ROOT 
1 1 314 700 -1 W94 
17 1 390 700 -1 ROOT 
22 1 390 700 -1 ROOT 
X X 342 700 -1 W97 
X X 342 700 -1 W97 

WI 13-26 
14*10.0 
C 
WI 427 
2.6.0 
C 
QMAX 13 -26 
14.0 

QMAX 1 -12 
12.0 

PROD JJQUID 4 
QMAX 4 
625.0 

QMAX 27 
0 
QMAX 28 
0 
ACTIVATEAIL 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C PRODUCTION - DIJECTION DATA - 
DATE 0101 1994 
CSWITCHDTMIN DTMAX DPMAX DSMAX DVMAX DZMAX 

OVER ISAT 
122 126 1 12=7 
GLlMITLIMIT 1-12 
12*1OOO 
BHP4 
100 
700 
PROD LIQUID 4 
Qm 4 
625.0 

DT-1 O.OOO1 10 300 

QMAX 13 I5 22 24 
4*450 

14*1700 
14*700 
DATE 01061995 
QW 4 
0.0 

BHP 13 -26 



BHP 27 
2000 
700 
QMAX 27 
2000.0 
CSWlTCHDTMIN DTMAX DPMAX DSMAX DVMAX DZMAX 
DT-1 o.Ooo1 1 300 
OUTPUT SOSG 
PRINTARRAYSTNEXT 
DATE 0406 1995 
OUTPUT SOSG 
PRINTARRAYSTNEXT 
DATE 07 06 1995 
OUTPUT SOSG 
PRINTARRAYSTNEXT 
DATE 10061995 
OUTPUT SOSG 
PRINTARRAYSTNEXT 
DATE 1506 1995 
OUTPUT SOSG 
PRINTARRAYSTNEXT 
DATE 2006 1995 
PRINTARRAYSTNEXT 
DATE 2506 1995 
QMAX 27 
0.0 
DATE 1507 1995 
PROD LIQUID 4 
QMAX 4 
800 

C 625 
DATE 1607 1995 
DATE 1807 1995 
DATE 21071995 
DATE 2407 1995 
DATE 2707 1995 
DATE 30 07 1995 
Q w 4  
625 
CSWlTCHDTh4iN DIMAX DPMAX DSMAX D W  DZMAX 
m-1 o.Ooo1 10 300 
DATE 01081995 
DATE I5 08 1995 
DATE 01091995 
DATE 15091995 
DATE 01 10 1995 
DATE 15101995 
DATE 01 11 1995 
DATE 01 12 1995 
DATE 01 01 1996 
DATE 01021996 
DATE 010319% 
DATE 01041996 
DATE 01051996 
DATE 01061996 
DATE 01071996 
DATE 01081996 
STOP 
END 



VIP-COMP Simulation Output Data in Summary Format 
T i  Gasprod Oil Prod Waterprod GasInj Waterlnj Gasprod Oil Prod Waterprod GasInj Waterlnj 
days Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Cum Cum Cum Cum Cum 

mcfld StbM W d  mcfld bwd mmscf mstb mstb mmscf mstb 

518 20.492267 47.453844 577.54616 
521 0.00E90 0.00E90 O.OOE90 
524 0.00E+OO 0.00E90 0.00E90 
527 0.00E90 0.00E90 O.OOE90 
532 O.oOE40 0.00E90 O.OOE90 
537 O.ooE+OO 0.00E90 0.00E90 
542 0.00E90 0.WE90 O.OOE90 
562 0.00E40 0.00E40 O.OOE90 
563 loo0 1.7825831 36.069967 
565 loo0 7.- 61.- 
568 loo0 21.951968 234.05686 
571 loo0 315.21171 484.0992 
574 811.88789 334.40204 6.59796 
Sn loo0 332.71195 453.88018 
579 533.04121 265.03753 359.96247 
593 296.34659 153.30916 471.69084 
610 239.12183 116.81105 508.18895 
624 174.43293 93.855379 531.14462 
640 126.91222 79.209847 545.71015 
654 108.01441 71.638731 553.36127 
671 90.82886 62.527536 562.47246 
701 72.043219 57.120552 567.87945 
732 60.262557 53.160807 571.83919 
763 53.17639 51.0796Sl 573.92034 
792 48.421887 49.79278 575.20722 
823 45.492646 48.967716 576.0328 
853 42.974719 48.483696 576.5163 
884 40.863033 48.101086 576.89891 
914 39.005856 47.540046 577.45995 
945 J7.515797 47.224208 577.77579 

0.00E90 628.19091 
2W0 624.55306 
2WO 59B.1171 
2W0 552.87095 
2W0 462.76331 
2W0 371.9645 
2WO 287.30592 

0.00E90 154.20021 
0.00E40 152.72448 
0.00E- 151.72S93 
0.00E90 156.99111 
0.00E90 169.66909 
0.00E90 188.77078 
0.00E90 21 I .3158 
0.00E90 2 2 6 . m  
0.00E- 321.96757 
0.00E90 403.04524 
O.OOE90 453.27624 
0.00E90 495.71 01 9 
0.00E90 523.22835 
0.00EW 547.93786 
0.00E90 578.38409 
0.00E90 598.97659 
0.00E40 612.85782 
0.00E90 622.06276 
0.00E90 629.06429 
0.00E90 634.11291 
0.00E90 637.97143 
0.00E90 640.75925 
O.OOE90 64287986 

6.5172 15.072048 308.67795 
6.5172 15.072048 308.67795 
6.5172 15.072048 308.67795 
6.5172 15.072048 308.677% 
6.5172 15.072048 308.677% 
6.5172 15.072048 308.67795 
6.5172 15.072048 308.67795 
6.5172 15.072048 308.67795 
7.5172 15.073631 308.71402 
9.5172 15.085921 308.8233 

12.5172 15.13509 309.27855 
15.5172 15.57128 310.60818 

18.041478 16.589803 311.98966 
20.681664 17.550086 313.42333 
21.729297 18.08445 314.13897 
27.557453 20.584664 320.38875 
31.702948 22.706044 328.89237 
34.390542 24.088722 336.2597 
36.55096 25.402509 344.94591 

38.126399 26.434129 352.66429 
39.740621 27.534167 362.18925 
42078718 29.305434 379.16798 
44.054077 30.988483 396.8!5993 
45.767836 32.589193 414.63422 
47.220257 34.045673 431.30274 
48.660981 35.567597 449.15582 
49.973913 37.026231 466.44719 
51 261 924 38.521 078 484.32734 
52.450269 39.952749 501.64567 
53.628632 41.420594 519.55282 

0 285.51543 
6 287.39734 

12 289.23329 
18 290.95233 
28 293.46383 
38 295.51262 
48 297.11564 
48 300.96248 
48 301.11521 
48 301.41877 
48 301.8826 
48 302.3753 
48 302.91854 
48 303.52682 
48 303.97267 
48 308.06449 
48 314.60661 
48 320.78986 
48 328.5666 
48 335.85337 
48 345.02146 
48 362.09759 
48 380.47263 
48 399.34003 
48 417.28938 
48 436.72268 
48 455.69894 
48 475.43891 
48 494.63569 
48 514.54458 
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TABLE C-1 

DOUCVU C02 Huff-n-Puff lest 
RcdemoAnjectioMoaWrodlSoalclProduclion Testing 

€st& Cum. 
DailyAvg. Est Cum Avo. Choke Tdr l  WCOZ CO2 
TotalOu HCQas CO2 COZlnj. l'bn.Press. Size Fluid innas. Prod,% 



Date 
12/6B! 
12!719! 
12/8/9! 
12l919! 

12/1019! 
12/1lB! 
12/12/9! 
12/13/9! 
12/14/9t 
12/15/9f 
12/16B! 
12/1719! 
12/18/9! 
12/19/9t 
12/20lS! 
12n119f 
1 m  

, 1 m  
12/24/9t 
12/25B! 
12RWX 
12/27iS 
12RW 
12C29kX 
12l3OH 
12l31iS 

lIl19E 
lN9z 
ll3M 
11m 
1/!39€ 
116/9E 
1nl% 
lI8/9€ 

I lIsl% iiiam 

I 1 / 1 m  
111119E 

1113m 
1/14/96 
1llss€ 

1/17/96 
1/18/96 

. 1/16/96 

18 C 
37 C 
55 

C 
49 C 
70 e 
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